
GLOBAL LAUNCH OF SHADOW FIGHT 3 SCHEDULED FOR 

NOVEMBER 16, 2017 

Check out the Shadow Fight 3 Official Reveal Trailer 

https://youtu.be/3v6el NJ iGlc 

Today Nekki announced a global release date for Shadow Fight 3: 

The third part of the popular fighting RPG franchise is scheduled for 

a worldwide release for Android and iOS on November 16, 2017. 

For the first time in the franchise's history the third part provides a 

full 3D experience - but still saves the authenticity and smoothness 

of character animations and the precise fighting style of the original 

Shadow Fight games. 

The epic single-player campaign of Shadow Fight 3 introduces an 

exciting new storyline in the Shadow Fight universe, which will be 

witnessed and told by the heroes of three competing factions: 

Heralds, Legion and Dynasty. 

In addition to the dramatically improved graphics, Shadow Fight 3 

will also evolve the core gameplay to a higher level. Shadow Fight 3 

will allow its players to master 3 unique and distinct fighting styles. 

Each style has its own set of moves and deadly combos. Players will 

be able to choose if they want to stick to one style or mix different 

moves, gear and weapons of different factions to create their own 

,,hybrid" fighting style! 

Nekki also announced a new premium edition of the game's popular 

predecessor, Shadow Fight 2, which was installed on more than 300 

million mobile devices all around the world as a Free-2-play version. 
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https://youtu.be/3v6el


The ,,Shadow Fight 2 - Special Edition" is scheduled for release during 

August. For a yet undisclosed price point the Special Edition will 

allow its players to discover the Shadow Fight universe in an easier 

way - with optional in-app-purchases, but free of advertising. 

To join the Shadow Fight 3 conversation please visit 

(https://www.facebook.com/shadowfightgames), and follow us on 

Twitter at (https://twitter.com/shadowfight_3). 

Press kit for Shadow Fight 3 will be available at 

http://shadowfight3.com/. 

Check out the Shadow Fight 3 Official Release Date Reveal Trailer at 

https://youtu.be/3v6el NJ iGlc 

Check out the Shadow Fight 3 Official Gameplay Trailer at 

https://youtu.be/xhGNlySaqwg 

Check out the Shadow Fight 3 Official Cinematic Trailer at 

https://youtu.be/d6vC4ahVdk4 

About Nekki 

Nekki has made a name on its popular mobile game brands Shadow 

Fight, Vector and 11x11. As a leading publisher of high-quality action 

and strategy games, Nekki has already inspired more than 350 

Million people from all around the world. With the release of its 

most ambitious project, Shadow Fight 3, 2017 is designated to be the 

most exciting year in the company's history. Shadow Fight 3 will be 

released on iOS and Android first, and later for various consoles and 

PC. 
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